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ABSTRACT - This paper presents both theoretical and 
experimental stady on the control of a free-flying robot nia- 
nipulntor for space application. The goal of the study is to 
develop a new cont,rol method for t,arget capturing in space 
micro-gravity environment, considering the dynamical inter- 
action between t,he "inipulator operation and the base ve- 
hicle motion. In t,he theoretical study, Generalized Jacobian 
Matrix (GJM) concept. for motion control and Guaranteed 
Workspace (GWS) for pat.h planning, are investigated. In 
the experimental study, a laborat,ory niodel of robot satellite 
support.ed on air bearings is developed, which coinprises a 
base satellite a.nd a two-link iiianipula,tor a.rm. An on-line 
control scheme with vision feedback is developed for exper- 
imenting capture operations, on t,he basis of the GJM and 
GWS. The manipulator can properly chase and capture both 
a standing t,arget, and a moving target in spite of complex 
satellit,e/nianipiilator dyna.mica1 int,eraction. 
1 Introduction 
Space robotics is a new field. For a successful develop- 
ment. of space projects. robotics and automation should be 
a key t,echnology. Autonomous a.nd dexterous space robot,s 
could reduce the workload of astrona.uts and increase opera,- 
tional efficiency in ma.~iy mi i o n s .  Fig.1 shows a Japanese 
concept. na.mecl COSMO-L.4B's Free-Flying R.obot El]. One 
major characteristics of space robots, which clearly distin- 
guishes them from on-ea.rth opera.ted ones, is the lack of a 
fixed base. Any niot.ion of the manipulator arm will induce 
react,ion forces and moments in the base, which dist,urb it,s 
position a.nd attitude. If the arm were controlled for such 
task as ta.rget capt,uring without provision for this base dis- 
turbance, it would fa.il in t,he task. 
To cope with this problem, the a.uthors have been studying 
modeling and cont,rol of spare manipulators since 19S5. Gen- 
eralized Jacobian Ma.trix (GJM) concept for motion control 
of the free-flying syst,em, was developed. Resolved Motion 
Rat.e Cont,rol and Resolved Acceleraiion Control problenis 
are t,rea.t,ed in a sitni1a.r way as for ground-fixed systems, 
by replacing the convent,ional Jacobian with the generalized 
matrix. On the d h e r  hand, for pat.11 planning, working area 
of space manipulator is defined by analyzing free-flying be- 
haviour of the space robots. These concepts are introduced 
in Chapter 2. 
As f a  the experimental study, a laboratory model of robot 
satellite supported on air bearings is developed. An on-line 
control scheme with vision feeclback is developed for exper- 
imenting capture operations, on the basis of the theoretical 
study. Control algorithm for the capture of both a standing 
and a moving target is developed in Chapter 3, and experi- 
mental results are presented in Chapter 4. 
2 Dynamics and Kinematics 
2.1 Modeliiig 
Fig.2 shows a general model of space robot having a sin- 
gle nianipulator arm, which is a free-flying serial n + 1 link 
system connected with 1% degrees of freedom act.ive joints. 
The symbols are defined as follows: 
rt : position vector of the mass center of lihk i 
p, : positibn vector of a manipulator hand 
l,, &, b, : link vectors defined in Fig.2 
m, : mass of link z 
w : total mass of t,lie system (= C:=o m, ) 
I, : inertia tensor of link z with respect to the mass center 
of the link 
U, : angular velocit,y vector of link i 
Q, : robot base at,t,itude 
Q,, : robot hand attitude 
@ : joint variables vector (= (4.1, 42, ..., 4,)T ) 
where i = 0,1 ,  ..., n. All vectors are defined with respect to 
the inertial coorclinate system. 
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Fig.1 COSMO-LAB'S Free-Flying Robot[l] 
joint 3 joint 
ioint n 
link 0 
Z ,  : Inertial Coordinate System 
Fig.2 General model of space free-flying robot with an ar- 
ticulated manipulator 
2.2 Equation of Motion 
Let us define a generalized velocity of the system by trans- 
lational and rotational velocities of the base satellite and 
joint velocities as q = (v:, w:, @ ) T .  Hence kinetic energy 
of the syst.em T is 
. T  
T = ;[v,TwT& 1 ]H r01 W O  
L. 1 6 1  
where H( @ )  is the inertia matrix and vo F i .0 .  
Here, in the free-flying system wit,h no external forces or 
moments, the variables vo, w0,  & are not independent. The 
manipulator motion induces the base satellite to rotate and 
translate, and momentum conservation law of the whole sys- 
tem gives "non-holonomic" constraint. 
Translational and rotational momentum P, L can be de- 
scribed as 
[ ;] = I ,  [ ; O ]  +Li = o  
with inertial parameters of the satellite part I, and manipula- 
tor I,, assuming the total momentum is zero. This describes 
dynamic coupling between the manipulator operation and 
the base satellitme motion. Equation of motion of the system 
is given by the Lagrange inethod with kinetic energy T and 
the constraint equation (2).  
2.3 Geiieralized Jacobian Matrix (GJM) 
Let us define a manipulator task space by position and ori- 
entation of the hand as  x = (p:, Q z ) T .  Kinematic equation 
of the manipulator hand at velocity level can he described 
with satellite and inanipulator motion parts as, 
k = J S  [ :o] +J,$ (3) 
where J, and J, is Jacobian Matrix of the satellite and 
manipulator part respectively. 
Now we can eliminate the variables vo and a0 from (3)  by 
substituting ( a ) ,  then a relationship between the hand task 
space and the joint space is derived. 
= (J,,, - JSITIInL) @ 
= J -@ (4) 
The matrix J", defined by the above equation, is Gener- 
alized Jacobian Matrix (GJM) [2] which represents manip 
ulator kinematics and also implies free-flying dynamics of 
eq.(2). The main advantage of the GJM is that Resolved Mc- 
tion Rate Control and Resolved Acceleration Control meth- 
ods, which were developed for ground-fixed manipulators, 
are directly applied to space free-flying ones only by replac- 
ing the conventional Jacobian with the GJM [ 3 ] .  In chapter 
3 ,  an on-line control scheme with vision feedback is devel- 
oped for capture operation by using the GJM. 
2.4 Two Joiiits Systein 
Corresponding to the experimental niodel in the latter 
part, the following discussion will be hold on a two degrees- 
of-freedom plane model as shown in Fig.3. Here, the oper- 
ational space x is represented only by the position of hand 
p, and the kinematics is desciibed as, 
assuming the total mass center of the system lies on the 
origin of the inertial coordinate system, and symlmls are as 
follows: 
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Fig.3 Model for two joints free-fljing robot 
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Fig.4(a) Cyclic operation in joint space 
Y 
X 
Fig.4(b) Non-holonomic behaviour by cyclic manipulator 
operation 
By differentiating (5) with time, velocity-level kinematics 
is obtained as 
(7) 
then the GJM is defined in the same way as (4). 
p, = J*$ 
J* e J, - JsIm/Is E R2x2 ( 8 )  
The definitions of J , ,  J,,, I,, I, for this system are de- 
scribed in ref. [3]. 
2.5 Guaranteed Workspace (GWS) 
In the free-flying robots, the locus of hand motion in the 
inertial task space depends on the history of joint operation. 
Let us illustrate this characteristic by a simple siniulat,ion. 
A set of cyclic operation in joint space is given as Fig.4 (a). 
The simulated course of postma1 change and end+ locus 
is shown in Fig.4 (b). Notwithstanding the init,ial and final 
joint angles are the sa.me, the position of hand in the inertial 
space becomes different. The one to one correspondence 
between the joint space a.nd t,he inertial ha,nd task space 
is not found: this is a typical feature of "non-holonomic" 
system. 
The fact suggests that the reachability of the hand to a 
certain point depends on an approaching path, so that it 
cannot be discussed unless t,he path is specified, or other 
restrictions are provided. 
To cope with this problem, the authors treat the working 
areain which no reachability limit is encountered. In the two 
joints system, reachable limit is given by q5 2 = 0, where the 
manipulator arm is fully stret,ched into a singular post,ure. 
Substitute q52 = 0 into ( 5 ) ,  then 
is obtained, where the distance dfrom the origin (total mass 
center) to the hand is as 
In case of no restriction on $1, d is shortest at d l  =+ 
T , when eq.(9) gives a circle which center lies on (0,O) with 
radius of lil + I i 2  - Iio. In this circle, the hand is "guaran- 
teed" to move from an arbitrary point to any point, without 
encountering the singularity of q52 = 0. This area was pre- 
viously defined in ref.[4] as "free workspace", however this 
paper proposes to name "Guaranteed Workspace (GWS)" 
to be explicit its meanings [SI. 
3 On-line Target Capture Control 
3.1 Capture of Standing Target 
An on-line Resolved Motion Rate Control (RMRC) 
scheme with a vision feedback is developed for t,he capture 
of a standing target by using the Generalized Jacobian Ma- 
trix (GJM). Suppose that the target lies still in GWS and 
following values are measured at  each sampling interval 6t 
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during the operation: Ro - satellite attitude, d l 1  d 2  - ma- 
nipulator joint angles, p, - position of manipulator hand, 
and pt - position of the target. 
Hand velocity command for the capture pTd is determined 
with a position error vector p = pt - p, by 
(11) 
Operation coinmalid for tile two joints $ d  are obtained 
Pt - P, 
p 1 . d  = 7. 
by the inverse of t,he GJM. 
3.2 Capture of Moving Target 
In order to cha.se and ca.pture a moving target. an op- 
timuin rendezvous t,rajectory is introduced. Let pt be the 
position of target moving sh ight ly  at constant velocity a.nd 
p, the position of chaser, t o  - the t,iine starting the chase, tf 
- the time of rendezvous. Define a. cost function J as follows. 
P = Pt - P, 
A = diag(cl, c l ,  c l ,  c?, C?, c?) 
(c1, c2 -+ ..I 
A solution to minimize the cost (14) is theoret,ically known 
PI as 
4 6 
f i r d ( t )  + ~ (15) t f  - ( t f  - t ) ? Y .  
Iiitegrat,ing it wit,li time, an opt,inium reiidezvous trajec- 
tory is ol-jtainecl, by which the chaser ca.tc1ies the target, with 
no posit,ion or velocity error at the given time t f  wit,li niini- 
niizing its accelerat,ion. 
However, this t,rajectory doesn’! involve t,he const,raint of 
chaser’s motion. Here in fa.ct, the chaser is a ma.nipulator 
hand which has limited mobility and none at the singular 
configuration. For example, Fig.5 shoms target capture 01,- 
eration by using the ideal rendezvous trajectory (15). The 
manipnlator encoiint,ers the singula.rit,y on the way of chase 
and fails in capture, because it works beyond t,he GWS. For 
manipiilat,ors inst,alled on free-flying rol)ot,s, the most impor- 
tant is t.o work within the Guaranteccl Workspace. 
It is difficult t.o solve the optimilni rendezvous problem 
under t,he constraint, of manipulator mol)ility, so t.he authors 
propose a practical method with on-line modification of the 
ideal solution. 
I On-line Capture of Moving Target 1 
1. Set the rendezvons time f f ,  at which the target is in the 
GWS, on the a-rumption that the motion of target is 
predictable and the predicted target trajectory lies 011 
GWS. 
2. Solve an optimum hand acceleration by (15 ) ,  then inte- 
grate it with time into velocity p r d .  
(a) In case the hand is in GWS, pTd is a hand velocity 
command. 
(b) In case the hand is near or on the boundary of 
GWS, modify prd to a tangent direction as shown 
in Fig.G by 
3 .  Resolve the hand velocity command into the joint com- 
mand with the GJM by (12).  If l @ d l  > Q,,,,, then the 
comma.nd must, lie modified by (13).  
4. Repea.t the control process 2. and 3. until the hand 
meets the target,. 
In the above proposed control scheme, the advantage as 
an optimuiii solution to minimize the cost (14) may be lost, 
however the mobility of hand is a.lways guaranteed. The 
scheme is an RMRC at velocity level, arid resolved accel- 
eration scheme will also be developed in the same way as 
above. 
target 
v guaranteed workspace 
Fig.5 Target capture with no consideration of Guaranteed 
Workspace 
Fig.G Proposed modification of optimum rendezvous tr,ijt.c- 
tory 
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4 Experiment 
4.1 Design and Development of Labora- 
tory Model 
A laborat,ory model has developed for the experimental 
study. It is a serious problem for ground test experiments of 
space assemblies to simulate micro-gravity environment. In 
general, the following methods could be available. 
Experiment in an airplane flying along a parabolic tra- 
jectory or a free-falling capsule. In this case, we can 
observe pure mechanical behavior under the law of na- 
ture, but it costs a lot, and is inconvenient. 
Experiment in a water pool with the support of neu- 
tral buoyancy. This is especially good for training of 
astronauts’ activities. 
Experiment on an air-cushion or air-bearings. In this 
case, however, the motion is restricted on a plane. 
Calculate t,he motion which should be realize in micro- 
gravity environment by using a mathematical model, 
then force a mechanical model to move according to the 
calculation. This method is called as a ’hybrid’ simu- 
lation combining mechanical models and mathematical 
ones. 
Each method has advantages and disadvantages and, we 
should carefully select the method to satisfy the purpose of 
the experiment. Here, the present authors adopt the method 
No.3, because they would like to observe the behavior of me- 
chanical link systems under the law of nature by the simplest 
a p p x  a t us. 
A photograph of the developed model for this purpose is 
shown in Fig.7. A robot, satellite model that has a 2 degrees- 
of-freedom manipulator, is supported by 3 pads with 1.5-2.0 
kg/cm2 of pressurized air. Each joint is actively rotated 
by a DC motor but, no actuator for attitude control of the 
sa.t,ellite base body. A target satellite with no ma,nipulator 
is also floated by the air. 
Hardware specifications and detail inertia parameters of 
the model are listed in Table 1 and 2. 
The experimenhl model is evaluated to simulate accelera- 
tion environment as much as of t,he earth gravitat,ional 
acceleration [7 ] .  
The remote measurement and cont,rol system consists of 
wire-less communication port and PD servo-controller for 
on-board and CCD camera. hanging from the ceiling, Video 
Tracker (VT) and personal computer (PC) for on-ground. 
A block diagram for motion control is shown in Fig.8. 
The control loop is described as follows: Tip, joints and 
tail of the model and a target object, are marked with light 
emitting diodes, and t,heir motion is monitored by the CCD 
camera. Video signals of the LED marks are transformed 
int,o t h p  posit,ion d a t a  pt,p, and the sa.tellite attitude 520 
Fig.7 Photograph of the developed laboratory model 
Table 1. Hardware specifications 
Robot Satellite 
Satellite main body 
-dimension: 30Ox300mm 
-weight: 6.3 kg 
-on-board equipment: 
gas-bomb type air supply 
rech argable batteries 
wireless communication system 
local servo-controller 
Manipulator 
-dimension: 
-weight: 
-actuator : 
-sensors: 
700” (350“ for each link) 
1.4 kg 
DC motor+planetary gear train 
potentio-meters 
tacho-eeneratorn 
0 . ..
Ground Equipment 
Planar base table 
-dimension: 1800xl800mm 
-material: planar glass 
Measurement and control system 
-512x492 CCD camera (NEC) 
-Video Tracker (G-3100:OKK Inc.) 
-16bit nersonal comnuter (PC-9801-VXZ:NEC) 
Table 2. Detail dimensions and inertia pammeters of the 
body No. 0 1 2 
model. 
a, [m] 0.190 0.162 0.124 
b, [m] 0.190 0.188 0.22G 
m, [kg] 6.256 0.747 0.620 
I ,  [kgm2] 0.369 0.0424 0.0141 
I: 
video s i g n a l s  
Fig.8 Control block diagram 
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by the VT and transmitted to the PC via a GPIB communi- 
cation line. The control command &,, determined in the PC 
is transmitted to the robot via wire-less communication sys- 
tem. Manipulator joints are controlled with a local velocity 
feedback. 
Conditioris for the control is specified as: 
maximum joint velocity q5,,,,, : 15.0 deg/sec 
data sampling interval bt : 0.1 sec 
The calculation is executed by i80286+80287 processors 
using C language. Position sensing by the VT requires 1/30 
seconds and near 0.05 seconds are spent for the calculation 
of the GJM and its inversion. 
Note that the developed control scheme is based on the vi- 
sion from the ground-fixed camera, however, it is equivalent 
to measure the posit,ion error between the hand and target 
by a satellite mount,ed (on-board) camera. It means that the 
scheme is applicable to  fully on-boarded autonomous control 
system for space robots. 
500 mm 
4.2 Capture of a Standing Target 
Fig.9 shows a typical result of capture operation of a 
standing target. From the initial point to the target, the 
manipulator hand works straight and smoothly in spite of a 
complex satellite/manipulator dynamical interaction. This 
clearly shows the advantage of the GJM concept. 
Fig.10 Experimenting capture operation of a moving target 
4.3 Capture of a Moving Target 
Capture operations of a moving target are also success- 
fully accomplished by the proposed on-line control method 
in section 3.2. Fig.10 shows a typical result of the opeiation. 
The manipulator hand which was in the GWS at initial, is 
moving to left-up of the figure. However, near the boundary 
of GWS, the hand turns along to the circle, and finally it 
catches the target smoothly. In this experiment, the target 
moves irregularly by small external forces, nevertheless the 
hand successfully catches the target, because it is ”on-line” 
controlled. 
Experimental results shows the validity and availability 
of proposed control methods based on the GJM and GWS 
concepts. 
5 Conclusion 
This paper established the Generalized Jacobian Matrix 
and Guaranteed Workspace concepts for the control of space 
free-flying robots, through the theoretical and experimen- 
tal investigation. The GJM guarantees proper manipulation 
and the GWS guarantees mobility of the hand, in spite of 
complex non-holonomic behaviour of the free-flying system. 
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